Safety Tips for Using the German Shop Safety Goggles

Thank you for your purchase of the German-made Shop Safety Goggles. Please take a moment to review these safety reminders prior to using the Goggles.

The Shop Safety Goggles (item 45A04.04) come with clear laminated safety lenses. The lenses are extremely scratch-resistant and shatter proof (EU rating of MG 1 S CE). The safety lenses offer ample protection from airborne debris and small flying objects as can be found in wood and metalworking shops.

The accessory UV Protection Lens (item 45A04.05) and the Welding Protection Lens (item 45A04.06) are not made of laminated safety glass, and are not intended to be used on their own in the Goggle frame.

To ensure eye safety, the UV and welders lens must be used with the laminated safety lens. Simply unscrew the holding ring on the goggles, place the UV or welders lens on the outside of the safety lens, and screw the holding ring back on. Do not use the accessory lens alone without the safety lens in place. Always place the accessory lens on the outside of the safety lens.

The word “inside” is printed on the edge of the laminated safety lens as a helpful reminder to always keep the safety lenses closest to your eyes.
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